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ABSTRACT In this article, the role of kinetics, in particular, the pressure of the reaction chamber in the chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) synthesis of graphene using low carbon solid solubility catalysts (Cu), on both the large area thickness uniformity and the
defect density are presented. Although the thermodynamics of the synthesis system remains the same, based on whether the process
is performed at atmospheric pressure (AP), low pressure (LP) (0.1-1 Torr) or under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions, the kinetics
of the growth phenomenon are different, leading to a variation in the uniformity of the resulting graphene growth over large areas
(wafer scale). The kinetic models for APCVD and LPCVD are discussed, thereby providing insight for understanding the differences
between APCVD vs LPCVD/UHVCVD graphene syntheses. Interestingly, graphene syntheses using a Cu catalyst in APCVD processes
at higher methane concentrations revealed that the growth is not self-limiting, which is in contrast to previous observations for the
LPCVD case. Additionally, nanoribbons and nanostrips with widths ranging from 20 to 100 nm were also observed on the APCVD
grown graphene. Interactions between graphene nanofeatures (edges, folds) and the contaminant metal nanoparticles from the Cu
etchant were observed, suggesting that these samples could potentially be employed to investigate the chemical reactivity of single
molecules, DNA, and nanoparticles with monolayer graphene.
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Graphene, a single atomic layer of carbon atoms in a
hexagonal network, has drawn significant attention
with its unusual physical properties.1-3 Proof-of-

concept experiments demonstrating electronic and opto-
electronic devices incorporating graphene as an active layer,
such as high frequency transistors,4,5 solar cells,6-8 logic
devices,9 and interconnects in CMOS devices,10 have been
previously reported. To envision devices based on graphene,
it is critical to synthesize large area graphene with high
throughput and reliability. Recently, considerable research
efforts focused on graphene synthesis using several different
methods have succeeded in large area syntheses. Some of
the most prominent methods that have enabled both small
(µm2) and large area (cm2) syntheses of graphene include
mechanical exfoliation,11,12 chemical modification of
graphene,13-17 desorption of Si from either the Si plane or
C plane of SiC substrates,4,18,19 and catalyst-assisted syn-
thesis in a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process.20-26

Mechanical exfoliation of graphene from bulk graphite has
enabled fundamental investigations on the physical proper-
ties of graphene; however, using this technique it has not
been possible yet to make large area graphene (wafer scale).
Synthesis of graphene from SiC substrates has allowed larger
area synthesis, and recently, field effect transistor devices
fabricated from as-grown graphene have demonstrated unit

gain frequencies up to 100 GHz.4 Using metal-assisted
thermal CVD for the synthesis of large areas of graphene is
an exciting prospect for a number of reasons: (1) it allows
large area graphene synthesis on a wafer scale with high
uniformity and low defects, (2) it allows explororation of a
wide variety of transition metals as catalysts and in elucidat-
ing the role of various process parameters, (3) it allows the
integration with high volume CMOS-based technologies, and
(4) it may enable an understanding the synthesis mechanism
of graphene using metal catalysts.

Transition metal assisted CVD syntheses of graphene
using different transition metals, including nickel, copper,
ruthenium, and cobalt have been previously reported.20-27

In these techniques, carbonaceous gaseous species are
reacted at high temperatures (900-1100 °C) in the presence
of metal thin films/foils, which serve both in the decomposi-
tion of the carbon species and in the nucleation of the
graphene lattice. The mechanism of graphene growth on a
metal catalyst is presumably influenced by factors, including
the carbon solubility limit in the metal, its crystal structure,
lattice parameter, and thermodynamic parameters such as
the temperature and pressure of the system. By far, different
growth mechanisms have been attributed primarily to the
carbon solubility in the metalsin the case of very low carbon
solubility catalysts (<0.001 atomic %) such as Cu, the synthesis
of graphene is limited to the surface of the catalyst, and in the
case of intermediate-high solubility (>0.1 atom %) metal
catalysts, including Co and Ni, graphene synthesis is sug-
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gested to proceed via a combination of diffusion into the
metal thin film at the growth temperature, and a precipita-
tion of carbon from bulk to the surface of the metal upon
cooling after CVD synthesis.22-24

Large area graphene synthesis using a Cu catalyst in a
LPCVD process has received widespread attention since it
was first reported in 2009.22 This technique has provided
researchers with a good method for the synthesis and
fabrication of devices based on graphene. In this article, we
demonstrate that the kinetics of graphene growth in a CVD
process plays a critical role in the uniformity of large area
graphene using a Cu catalyst. Although the thermodynamics
of the synthesis system remains the same, whether the
process is performed at atmospheric pressure, low pressure
(LP) (0.1-1 Torr), or under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condi-
tions (10-4-10-6 Torr), the kinetics of the growth phenom-
enon are different, leading to a variation in the uniformity
of the graphene over large areas (wafer scale). The kinetic
models for atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) and low
pressure CVD (LPCVD) are discussed, thereby providing
insight for understanding the differences between APCVD
vs LPCVD/UHVCVD.

APCVD Synthesis. Graphene syntheses under APCVD
conditions were performed using two different gas mixtures
(hydrogen and methane) and (hydrogen, argon, and meth-
ane). Copper foils (3 in. × 1 in.) were placed in an 1 in. quartz
tube furnace and were heated to 1000 °C either in the
presence of hydrogen gas alone or under a mixture of
hydrogen and argon gas flow with varying compositions (see
Table 1). Subsequently, methane gas was introduced in the
furnace after the temperature stabilized and the syntheses
were performed for 20-30 min. The samples were finally
cooled to room temperature under hydrogen, methane, and
argon gas flow.

LPCVD Synthesis. Graphene synthesis using Cu foil was
performed according the time-temperature graph shown
in supplementary Figure 1 in the Supporting information.
The 3 in. × 1 in. Cu foils were placed in the furnace, and the
growth chamber was pumped down to 10 mTorr using a
vacuum pump. Hydrogen gas was introduced (total pressure
325 mtorr) into the system, and the Cu foils were heated to

the growth temperature (1000 °C). The foils were annealed
for 20-30 min to initiate Cu grain growth, remove residual
copper oxide, and to smoothen the surface. Subsequently,
methane gas was introduced (total pressure 625 mTorr,
Table 1) in the chamber and the synthesis was performed
for 30 min. The samples were cooled down under a flow of
hydrogen and methane gas mixture.

Graphene Transfer from Copper to Different Substrates.
Graphene growth is observed on two sides of the foil. The
grown graphene on the Cu foils was cut into smaller samples
(1 cm2), and graphene on one side of the Cu foil was
transferred on to a 300 nm SiO2 substrate using the following
method. First, a thin layer of poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) (MicroChem 950 PMMA A9) diluted with anisole (1:
1) was spin-cast on the as grown graphene on one side of
the foil at 2500 rpm for a minute. Second, another layer of
PMMA was spin-cast on top of the previous layer. The PMMA
coated samples were baked at 130 °C for 5 min, and
subsequently, oxygen plasma was used on the rear side of
the Cu foil to remove the graphene. Copper was wet etched
using a commercially available etchant (copper etchant Type
CE-100, Transene Co.) for 30-60 min, resulting in graphene/
PMMA films floating in the etchant. These films were then
collected manually and first placed in deionized (DI) water
for 10 min, followed by 10 min in 10% hydrochloric solution
(except where mentioned otherwise), and finally in DI water
before manually collecting them on to 300 nm SiO2/Si
substrates. Finally, PMMA was removed by annealing the
samples at 450 °C for 90 min under hydrogen (700 sccm)
and argon (300 sccm) gas flow.

Cu APCVD. The quality and the thickness uniformity of
large area graphene were ascertained using optical micros-
copy from graphene that was transferred on to a silicon
substrate with a 300 nm oxide layer. Optical micrographs
of the transferred graphene on 300 nm SiO2/Si substrates
grown using Cu under atmospheric pressure CVD conditions
and using different compositions of gases are shown in
Figure 1 (also see Table 1). Graphene synthesized at higher
methane concentrations (5-10% by volume, samples Cu
APCVD S1-2) with hydrogen revealed that growth is non-
uniform consisting of large multilayer domains with a
monolayer background (Figure 1A-D). Interestingly, the
shapes of multilayer domains varied based on the composi-
tion of the hydrogen in the total gas flow. These results also
indicate that the graphene growth using a Cu catalyst is not
self-limiting as has been previously observed in the case of
LPCVD.22 However, by lowering the methane concentrations
in the gas mixture, the thickness uniformity was tailored to
achieve a monolayer (Figure 1E-J). Monolayer graphene
growth up to 96% of the total area was observed when
methane gas with concentrations varying between 0.2% (by
volume) and 100 ppm (ppm) were employed (sample Cu
APCVD S5) (Figure 1 I,J).

Raman analysis of graphene was performed to ascertain
the defect density, quality of the grown graphene, and the

TABLE 1. Graphene Samples Synthesized at Various Gas Flow
Compositions under APCVD and LPCVD Conditions Using a Cu
Catalyst

heating
(H2:Ar)
in sccm

annealing
(H2:Ar)
in sccm

growth
(H2:CH4:Ar)

in sccm

cooling
(H2:CH4:Ar)

in sccm

Cu APCVD-S1 200:0 200:0 200:18 200:18
Cu APCVD-S2 200:0 200:0 200:4.5 200:4.5
Cu APCVD-S3 50:450 50:450 50:2:450 50:2:450
Cu APCVD-S4 50:450 50:450 50:1:450 50:1:450
Cu APCVD-S5 50:450 50:450 50:450a 50:450a

Cu LPCVD-S6 10:0 10:0 7:15:0 7:15:0

a Note: The flow rate in this regime corresponded to 50 sccm of
hydrogen gas along with 450 sccm of Ar containing 100 ppm
methane.
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variation in the thickness of the graphene films. Raman
spectra were collected using a laser with an excitation
wavelength of 532 nm and using an objective lens with 100
× magnification. Raman spectra collected from various
multilayer domains from graphene synthesized at the high-
est methane concentration (sample Cu APCVD S1) and
transferred to a 300 nm SiO2 revealed a G′ peak with an
average full width half maxima (fwhm) of more than 60
cm-1, confirming the presence of multilayers in these
domains (Figure 2A). The defect density was lower in the
graphene samples synthesized at intermediate methane
concentrations (Cu APCVD S3) (Figure 2B); however, there
was variation in the D-band to G-band peak intensities from
one location to another. The variation in the D to G peak
intensities is unclear, and further evaluations are currently
underway.

The Raman spectra from graphene synthesized at the
lowest methane concentration (Cu APCVD S5) (Figure 2C)
revealed a symmetric G′ peak with a FWHM of 35 cm-1 and
the ratio of the peak intensities of the G′ peak to G peak was
high (∼2-5) confirming the presence of monolayer graphene.
The absence of D band intensity in these spectra also
confirmed a higher quality of the as-grown graphene.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of graphene
was performed to determine its quality and to confirm the

number of layers. TEM data were collected using either a
JEOL 2010 or a JEOL 2010F instrument, operating at 200
kV. Graphene grown on copper foils was transferred to TEM
grids (Quantifoil Cu 200 mesh) for performing these inves-
tigations. Representative high-resolution TEM images of
transferred graphene grown are shown in Figure 3A,B. These
data confirmed the presence of multilayer domains in the
graphene samples synthesized at intermediate concentra-
tions (Cu APCVD S3). Additionally, the number of layers in
these multilayer domains varied between 2 and 5.

Transmission electron microscopy data collected from
transferred graphene samples contaminated with copper
etchant (containing iron) ions during the transfer process
revealed new insights. The films in this case were not treated
with a postcleaning step involving HCl solution after etching
the Cu foil. Iron-iron oxide core-shell nanoparticles from
the copper etchant decorated graphene edges and folds,
indicating strong interactions between the edges/folds and
the nanoparticles (Figure 3C). These nanoparticle decorated
edges further enabled identification of nanosized features,
revealing the presence of graphene nanoribbons and nanos-
trips with widths ranging from 20 to 100 nm in samples
synthesized at intermediate methane concentrations (Figure
3D).

FIGURE 1. Optical images of transferred graphene on 300 nm SiO2 synthesized under APCVD conditions using Cu as a catalyst at different
methane gas compositions: S1 (A, B), S2 (C, D), S3 (E, F), S4 (G, H), and S5 (I, J); scale bars (A, C, E, G, I, 20 µm; B, D, F, H, J, 10 µm).

FIGURE 2. Raman spectra from transferred graphene on to 300 nm SiO2 substrates synthesized using Cu as a catalyst under APCVD conditions.
Multiple spectra from various spots from the same samples: (A) multilayer graphene domains from sample Cu APCVD S1; (B) multilayer domains
(Cu APCVD S3); and (C) monolayer graphene (Cu APCVD S5).
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Thus, the Cu APCVD growth results varied from a mono-
layer at lower methane concentrations (parts per million
concentration) to multilayer domains with a monolayer
graphene background at higher methane concentrations
(5-10% by volume), indicating that the growth is not self-
limiting under higher methane concentrations. This result
is different from previous observations in the case of a
LPCVD process. Additionally, D-band intensities in the Ra-
man spectra from APCVD samples were higher possibly due
to higher methane gas flow rates, leading to gas reactions
resulting in the deposition of particulates on the surface.

Cu LPCVD. Graphene synthesized using a Cu catalyst in
a LPCVD process resulted in thickness uniformity across
larger areas. This work was previously reported,22 and
independent investigations were performed here to draw a
direct comparison between the APCVD and LPCVD pro-
cesses in the same experimental setup. In accordance with
previously reported data, our results also confirm the large
area uniformity of as grown graphene. Representative char-
acterization data of monolayer graphene synthesized using
Cu at LPCVD are provided in the Supporting Information
(supplementary Figure 2). The density of defects based on
the absence of D peak intensity in the Raman spectra
(supplementary Figure 2C in the Supporting Information)
indicates a lower defect density compared to samples
prepared under APCVD conditions (S1-S4). Differences in
the kinetics process under LPCVD conditions are largely
responsible for the thickness uniformity across large areas
and lower defect density, and the pertinent analysis is
provided in the next section.

Comparison of the Kinetic Processes between
APCVD and LP/UHV CVD for Graphene Growth Using a
Cu Catalyst. Thermodynamics of graphene synthesis using
copper as a catalyst at a particular temperature in a CVD
process is the same irrespective of whether the synthesis is
performed under AP, LP, or UHV conditions. However, the
kinetics of the processes are different. The kinetics (cooling
rate, pressure of the reaction chamber during synthesis) of
the CVD process has important ramifications on the growth
rate of graphene films, thickness uniformity across large
areas, and the density of defects. To emphasize the differ-
ences in the kinetics associated with the AP and LP/UHV CVD
processes, we draw upon previously established CVD kinetic
models28-32 and modify them to account for synthesis of
graphene using low carbon solid solubility catalysts. It is
emphasized that the models we discuss here are applicable
only to those catalysts which have very low carbon solubilities,
resulting in diffusion of carbon either on the surface or limited
to a few nanometers below the surface. Kinetic models for
graphene synthesis using catalysts with intermediate to high
carbon solid solubilities are currently being developed.

Figure 4A depicts a steady state gas flow of a mixture of
methane, hydrogen, and argon gases on the surface of a Cu
catalyst at a synthesis temperature (typically 1000 °C). We
assume that the boundary layer due to steady state gas flow
is stagnant and its thickness is δ. The carbon species first
(1) diffuse through the boundary layer and reach the surface,
and at the surface they get (2) adsorbed on the surface, (3)
decompose to form active carbon species, (4) diffuse on the
surface of the catalyst or into the catalyst close to the surface
and form the graphene lattice, (5) inactive species (such as
hydrogen) get desorbed from the surface, form molecular
hydrogen, and (6) diffuse away from the surface through the
boundary layer and are eventually swept away by the bulk
gas flow. Depending upon whether the processes take place
in the boundary layer (1, 6) or near or closer to the surface
(2-4), they can be classified into two regimes: mass trans-
port region, primarily involving diffusion through the bound-
ary layer, and surface reaction region. Processes that take
place on or close to the surface are largely affected by the
temperature of the substrate. Over all, there are two fluxes
of the active species that coexist: flux of active species
through the boundary layer and the rate at which the active
species are consumed at the surface of the catalyst to form
the graphene lattice (Figure 4B). The equations for these
fluxes are given by

where, the Fmass-transport is the flux of active species through
the boundary layer, Fsurface-reaction is the flux of consumed

FIGURE 3. (A, B) High-resolution TEM images of graphene synthe-
sized using Cu. (C) Contaminant nanoparticles (from the Cu etchant)
decorating graphene edges/folds (indicated by arrows). (D) Graphene
nanostrips and nanoribbons (along the arrows).

Fmass transport ) hg(Cg - Cs) (1)

Fsurface reaction ) KsCs (2)
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active species at surface (assuming first-order kinetics), hg

is the mass transport coefficient, Ks is the surface reaction
constant (assuming first-order rate kinetics), Cg is the con-
centration of gas in the bulk, and Cs is the concentration of
the active species at the surface. These fluxes are in series,
and the slower of the two processes is the rate-limiting step
during graphene synthesis. At steady state, Fmass-transport )
Fsurface-reaction ) Ftotal-flux, and the total flux (Ftotal-flux) after
eliminating Cs can be rewritten as [Kshg/(Ks + hg)]Cg. Math-
ematically, three regimes arise: hg . Ks (surface reaction
controlled region), hg ∼ Ks (mixed region), and hg , Ks (mass
transport limited region). At high temperatures, under typical
APCVD conditions, mass transport through the boundary
layer is rate limiting (Ks . hg), and under LP and UHV
conditions, the surface reaction is the rate limiting step (hg

. Ks) (discussed below).
During CVD graphene synthesis under atmospheric con-

ditions at higher syntheses temperatures (>900 °C), diffusion
through the boundary layer is usually the rate limiting step
(Ks . hg) and the process is governed by this step (at higher
temperatures surface reactions occur much faster due to the
dependence on the Arrhenius term). This essentially trans-
lates to the fact that geometric effects of the gas flow and of
the geometry of the CVD chamber play a critical role in the
overall synthesis. A variation in the thickness of the bound-
ary layer leads to a variation in the amount of active species
that are diffusing through the boundary layer, resulting in
the thickness nonuniformity of as grown graphene. During
graphene synthesis in a batch process consisting of a stack
of wafers, the boundary layers vary from wafer to wafer and
also vary along the surface of the wafer (due to defects/dust)
leading to thickness nonuniformities. In addition, the typical
flow rates of active components under APCVD conditions
are higher and can possibly lead to gas phase reactions in
the bulk gas flow, depositing particulates on the surface of
the graphene/catalyst resulting in a higher defect density.
To avoid the deleterious boundary layer and the geometric
effects on graphene synthesis, it is critical to perform the
synthesis in the surface reaction regime, where the pro-
cesses are primarily dependent on the temperature of the
substrate. As long as the temperature across the wafer is
maintained constant, graphene synthesis is expected to be

uniform across the length of the wafer. Transitioning to the
surface reaction limited regime at higher synthesis temper-
atures could be accomplished by lowering the pressure of
the CVD chamber. At low pressures, the flux of active species
is lower, leading to fewer collisions and a higher diffusitivity
coefficient (Dg); Dg ∝ 1/(total pressure). The mass transfer
coefficient is related to the diffusion coefficient by the
relation hg ) Dg/δ (see Supporting Information). At lower
pressures, the boundary layer also increases, but the in-
crease in Dg is significantly higher compared to an increase
in the thickness of the boundary layer. The overall effect is
that hg increases as a result of lowering the total pressure
and the diffusion through the boundary layer is enhanced,
and it is no longer the rate limiting step under appropriate
synthesis conditions (hg . Ks). Under these conditions, the
surface reaction regime is rate limiting, and as long as the
temperature is maintained uniform across the length of the
wafer and across the wafers, the thickness of the graphene
is uniform.

In summary, graphene syntheses using Cu catalyst under
APCVD conditions using a range of methane gas composi-
tions revealed that growth varied from monolayer graphene
at low methane concentrations (ppm) to multilayer domains
on a monolayer at higher methane concentrations (5-10%
by volume). Interestingly, these results reveal that graphene
growth using Cu catalyst under APCVD conditions with
higher methane concentration is not self-limiting as ob-
served in the case of LPCVD, suggesting that further inves-
tigations have to be performed to determine the detail
growth mechanism. The role of kinetic processes in graphene
syntheses using low carbon solid solubility catalysts under
APCVD and LPCVD conditions was elucidated.
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Supporting Information Available. A schematic of the
time-temperature curve providing details on LPCVD syn-
thesis of graphene, a figure on the graphene characterization

FIGURE 4. (A) Processes involved during graphene synthesis using low carbon solid solubility catalysts (Cu) in a CVD process. (B) Mass transport
and surface reaction fluxes under steady state conditions.
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(optical micrograph, HR-TEM image and Raman spectra)
synthesized using Cu catalyst under LPCVD conditions, and
the derivation of relation hg ) Dg/δ. This material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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